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Finding the signal  
in the noise
Read More! >>

Better data.
Connected data.
Smart data.

INSPIRED  
THINKING
on our Data-Driven World
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On behalf of the Oracle Data Cloud 
team and our exciting event partners, 
welcome to the Oracle Data Cloud 
Summit 2016: The New Face of Data! 

We’re sporting a fashion-oriented 
theme this year because, well, it fits. 
Wikipedia defines “Fashion” this way: 
“It is the prevailing styles in behavior 
and the newest creations.” And that’s 
spot-on. Like fashion, data is hot. It’s 
relentlessly fresh and new. And it’s 
always leading us to what’s next.

In terms of what’s next, the 
conversation this “meeting of the 
minds” is enabling is critically 
important. Who’s going to champion 
data quality? And now that we can 
create unprecedented new customer 
connections and activate them across 
channels, what’s the future look like? 
Who’s turning these connections into 
real relationships and measuring in 
new ways to post up powerful results? 

Our partners today are thought 
leaders with fresh, new ideas and 
we couldn’t stage an event like this 
without them. Together we extend 
a warm welcome and thank you for 
being here. 

Omar Tawakol 
Senior Vice President &  
General Manager
Oracle Data Cloud 

Eric Roza 
Senior Vice President
Oracle Data Cloud

Thank you to our partners:

A Letter  
From  
Leadership

The Oracle Data Cloud Summit is a 
unique, singular event like nothing 
else our industry does; bespoke, if 
you will. When it’s all over, there will 
be two kinds of marketers; those who 
were here connecting, sharing and 
writing the roadmap to data-driven 
marketing’s future. And those who will 
read about it and follow your lead in 
the year to come.                     

WELCOME

®
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8:00 AM–9:00 AM Networking Breakfast 
Arrive in your most stylish attire, walk the red carpet and have breakfast with your colleagues.

9:10 AM–9:45 AM NEW FACE OF… VISION

“Data quality is job one” for our industry
There are many opportunities and challenges facing our industry, but there is one that deserves our utmost 
attention—data quality. Data quality is important because it is the foundation for everything we are doing. It 
drives the ability to scale and deliver accurate targeting, personalization and measurement. If we can get this 
right, we we can drive tremendous growth for the entire ecosystem.

MODERATOR: Omar Tawakol - SVP, GM, Oracle Data Cloud

9:50 AM–10:20 AM NEW FACE OF… MEDIA

The future of data, media & telecom
The media business is a rapidly changing environment. Nobody knows this better than Julius Genachowski. As 
the former Chairman of the FCC he was responsible for determining how media could be used to engage with the 
everyday consumer.  Hear directly from Julius as he shifts from policy setter to investor, providing guidance for 
media companies in today’s ultra-connected digital world.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKER:

Eric Roza - SVP, Oracle Data Cloud

Julius Genachowski - Managing Director and Partner, The Carlyle Group

10:25 AM–10:55 AM NEW FACE OF… STRATEGY

Crossing the chasm with mobile
Mobile ad spend is growing faster than any other category and, according to eMarketer, will approach 64% of 
digital spending and 23% of all media spend by 2020. Marketers talk of being “mobile-first,” but is it possible we 
could see a world of “Mobile-Only” marketing? Will mobile and TV emerge as the two primary drivers of consumer 
media spend in the same way they are fast becoming the two primary drivers of media consumption? A few key 
mobile leaders are emerging today, Verizon included. They will become increasingly important as they work to 
unite mobile with the rest of the media economy.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

Chris Scoggins - GM, Digital Strategy, Oracle Data Cloud

John Nitti - Chief Media Officer, Verizon

Steven Glanz - Co-Founder, CEO, Crosswise

Brett Leary - SVP Mobile & Digital Shopper Innovation, DigitasLBI

11:00 AM–11:30 AM A NEW PARTNERSHIP

Case study in new measurement: Pinterest
Pinterest recently announced that it was working with Oracle Data Cloud to prove the value of its ad products. 
Today Tim Kendall, President of Pinterest, will engage in a fireside chat with Eric Roza to explain the motivation for 
this move and lay out the vision for where Pinterest is headed with its new offerings.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKER:

Eric Roza - SVP, Oracle Data Cloud

Tim Kendall - President, Pinterest

LINEUP
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11:35 AM–12:05 PM NEW FACE OF…MEASUREMENT

New frontiers in measurement
A great deal of time is spent on discussing targeting and personalization, but what about measurement? There 
have been major advances in the ways marketers use data to measure the ability of their campaigns to drive real-
world business results. Brands like Kraft plus their agency partners like Starcom, along with massive platforms 
like Facebook, are leading the charge. These advances are about more than finding unique ways to report 
performance—these mainstream techniques promise to instill greater confidence in the digital channel, pulling in 
more spend and creating better experiences for consumers. Hear directly from the source as these three players 
talk about the new ways they are working together to drive measurement into new frontiers.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

Laurie Weisberg - VP, Brand Solutions, Oracle Data Cloud

Nirali Bhagdev - Head of CPG, Healthcare, Government Measurement, 
Facebook

Tracey Paull - SVP, Group Director, Starcom Mediavest Group

Bob Rupczynski - Vice President of Media, Data, CRM, Kraft Foods Group

12:10 PM–1:15 PM Lunch

1:20 PM–1:50 PM NEW FACE OF…MEASUREMENT

Millennials are not the enemy. Bad advertising is. How do we fix it?
Almost every conference has a session dedicated to Millennials, but we decided that would be a mistake.  
Millennials are not the enemy. They are not the problem. The problem is that we make bad advertising. We make 
ads that are targeted and in some cases “personalized,” but by and large we fall short of advertising that connects 
with and delivers value to consumers—at least not online. This discussion will provide two competing insights for 
why we need to focus less on a single generation who is increasingly unhappy with advertising and focus on why 
the advertising is not making them happy. See examples of what’s good, what’s bad and where things need to go!

MODERATOR:

SPEAKER:

Cory Treffiletti - VP, Marketing & Partner Solutions, Oracle Data Cloud

PJ Pereira - Chief Creative Officer & Co-Founder, Pereira & O’Dell

1:55 PM–2:25 PM NEW FACE OF…PERSONALIZATION

Can audience personalization make advertising great again?
Audience targeting has become the norm. While this has helped advertisers be more efficient with how they 
allocate resources, advertising still receives heavy criticism from consumers. Could personalization powered by 
third-party insights be the answer? Advertising works best when it strikes an emotional chord with an audience.  
We have volumes of data on consumers, yet our personalization is often only “product deep.” Hear from leading 
data providers as they describe how advertisers are using third-party insights and personalization to evoke a 
deeper, more resonant impact. If we can identify the drivers of emotional impact for the audiences we engage,  
we can make advertising great again.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

Rich Harris - GVP, Oracle Data Cloud

Vince Cersosimo - CEO, Webbula, LLC

Dave Kelly - CEO, Analytics IQ Inc.

Shubhra Srivastava - VP, Customer Intelligence & Media Solutions,  
MasterCard Advisors

Edouard Tavernier - Senior Vice President, IHS Automotive

2:30 PM–3:00 PM NEW FACE OF…INNOVATION

Is all the innovation in…TV?
Digital was synonymous with innovation for much of the last two decades, but it feels as though the pendulum is 
shifting and TV is the focus of the innovation in media. Digital media has become a core component of a marketing 
strategy and its ability to be measured and deliver results is central to its success. In doing so, digital has become 
more focused on a short list of companies who are taking the lion’s share of budgets and the area of testing 
has shifted to video and the newer areas of digital TV. The paradigm is changing and even the definition of TV is 
blurring as we focus more on the ways programming are delivered versus the screen it appears on (i.e., the Netflix 
model vs. major network schedules). We’ll hear from one of the drivers of innovation on TV about where we are 
and where things are headed.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKER:

Michelle Hulst - VP, Strategic Partnerships, Oracle Data Cloud

John Harrobin - Chief Marketing Officer, Advertising Sales, NBCUniversal

3:00 PM–3:15 PM Crossfit Stretch with Coach Dan

3:20 PM–3:50 PM NEW FACE OF…BEHAVIOR

Evolution of intent: harnessing the signals that drive  
more predictable outcomes
Marketers are experts at reading minds, so to speak. Digital media utilizes a number of tools to track and predict 
behavior, but one of the most important tools available to marketers is the signal around intent and the ability to 
predict what a consumer will do based on what they’ve done in the past. Marketers are getting better and better 
at predicting intent by modeling off of past actions. In both B2C as well as B2B, intent data is now a critically 
important tool and asset for enabling smarter marketing. How can you ensure the quality and accuracy of intent 
insights powering your marketing campaigns and, most importantly,  separate signal from noise?

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

Joe Kyriakoza - VP/GM, Automotive, Oracle Data Cloud

Jonathan Stringfield - Global Measurement Research,  
Analytics and Insights, Twitter

Ed Carey - Global VP, Advertising Market Development, Dun & Bradstreet

Paddy Hannon - Chief Technology Officer,  Edmunds.com
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3:55 PM–4:25 PM NEW STRATEGY… DIGITAL FIRST

Frito-Lay, growing with data & insights
CPG marketers are embracing digital faster and more deeply than most other categories, and definitely more than 
you know! The Frito-Lay portfolio has long viewed digital as a core part of their marketing mix and have strategically 
revised their efforts to reflect that. To stay ahead of the curve they had to quickly evolve internally and through 
external partnerships to understand which specific channels and platforms were most effective for building their 
brands. Hear directly from the Director of Marketing Portfolio Analytics on their measurement test and learn journey 
from audience creation and targeting to trying to crack the code on digital video.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

Rob Holland - GM, CPG, Oracle Data Cloud

John Eckhardt - Director, Marketing Portfolio Analytics, PepsiCo

Liz Saunders - Director, Marketing Sciences, OMD USA

4:25 PM–4:55 PM NEW FACE OF… MARKETING TECH

Marketing to people is about experiences, not impressions
These days marketers want to focus on marketing to people, creating experiences rather than “impressions.”  
Maybe marketers need to focus on the importance of first-party data and CRM to power this type of marketing.  
Maybe the new currency should be about experiences, how we customize them across channels and at 
different stages of the customer journey. This session will feature a brand marketer, a veteran agency and  
the leading SaaS platform discussing this very challenge and the ways they have found to succeed.

MODERATOR:

SPEAKERS:

David Barker - VP, Media Sales and Ad-Tech, Oracle Marketing Cloud

Karima Zmerli - PhD, Vice President, Digital Data Strategy and Audience 
Management, Merkle, Inc.

Larry Nagel - Director of Online Marketing, MetLife

5:00 PM–8:00 PM Networking Reception
Parkview Lounge 
4th floor, Time Warner Center, 10 Columbus Circle, New York, 10019

Smart data delivers 
the understanding to 
make marketing work
Get started. Email TheDataHotline@oracle.com. 
Fast answers at your fingertips.
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Mix and mingle at  
the Parkview Lounge 
We’re throwing an after-party and you’re on the list. 
Don’t miss a chance to see stunning Central Park 
views and sip one of our custom Prêt-a-Prosecco 
cocktails at the Parkview Lounge immediately 
following closing remarks.
4th floor, Time Warner Center, 10 Columbus Circle, New York, 10019

Chat with insiders
Want to know what data is trending 
this season? Head to the Data 
Concierge to get all your  
data questions  
answered by  
experts.

Get your Vogue on in our 
Oracle Data Cloud Summit 
photo booth featuring 
fashion covers to put your  
best face forward.

Who are you wearing? 
Head to our Oracle Data 
Cloud Data Boutique to 
score one of our signature 
data-driven T-Shirts.

Hit the Step 
and Repeat
Lights, Camera, Action! Strike 
a pose on our red carpet as 
you enter our summit in style.

2 Head to the 
Data Boutique

Pose for  
your cover shot

Mix and mingle at Mix and mingle at 

Concierge to get all your Concierge to get all your 
data questions data questions 
answered by answered by 
experts.experts.

Quick answers & the audiences you need to win Quick answers & the audiences you need to win TheDataHotline@oracle.comTheDataHotline@oracle.com1212

5 “Must-Do’s”  
at the Oracle Data 
Cloud Summit  



“ORACLE DATA CLOUD HAS BECOME 
HEINEKEN’S DATA AND ANALYTICS 
BACKBONE, THEY HAVE BECOME  
THE YARDSTICK BY WHICH HEINEKEN 
MEASURES MARKETING SPEND VALUE.”
– Ron Amram, Vice President - Media Marketing, HEINEKEN USAMAKEOVER 
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BEFORE
Before working with Oracle Data Cloud, Heineken 
did marketing analysis through the use of modeling 
and “loser” KPIs, like consumer awareness, 
consideration, intent to purchase lift and other 
panel-based tools. Heineken also used panel-based 
research to make judgments on creative decisions 
for advertising. But the proof is in the purchase, 
more than the panel—Oracle Data Cloud research 
shows that in 100 campaign ROI studies across 36 
CPG brands and 23 media partners, purchase-based 
targeting was the clear winner in improved sales lift 
and penetration.

AFTER
Oracle Data Cloud enabled Heineken to test the 
effectiveness of not only the media, but the message. 
Now, they can identify who they should be targeting, 
minimize waste and measure effectiveness—
seamlessly. 

Heineken now uses data from Oracle Data Cloud to 
target and influence to drive their targeting strategy  
and to measure sales lift based on message, scale of 
the media, plus reach and frequency. This strategy 
allows the brand to form campaigns that focus more  
on actual beer buyers and influencing new entrants  
into the category.

DATA
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MORE GOOD 
CONTENT
AT OUR 
CANNES TENT

Visit www.oracledatacloudcannes.com  
to check out all the ways we can  
connect at Cannes.

Sorry. Too easy to resist. If you got some great stuff out of
our Summit event today, let’s keep the conversation going at Cannes.
When you arrive, be our guest anytime at the Oracle Data Cloud
Live tent, right in front of the Palais. Relax with a cool drink and warm
up to some good conversation. We’ll look forward to it.
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“Deterministic” isn’t the 
same as “True”
The industry has reduced cross-device 
accuracy to a single question: “How 
many of your IDs are deterministic and 
how many are probabilistic?”

Unfortunately, this attempt to quantify 
accuracy is based on the flawed 
assumption that any link directly 
observed is 100% correct. So-called 
“deterministic” links come from users 
who have logged-in to a device—a 
straightforward concept that’s the 
industry shorthand for high-quality 
matching. But a login doesn’t always 
tell the truth.

What about when your child logs into 
Facebook using your phone? It’s a 
login, but it’s not you.

And what about when the email login 
isn’t validated?  You register for an 
account using almost anything—even 
a bogus email like no@no.com!  Yes, 
we have this email; in fact, more than 
280,000 times.

Here’s a sample of suspicious email 
addresses that contribute more than 
one million “deterministic” links. 

Email login
# of unique 
deterministic 
links

NO@NO.COM  280,654

NONAME@NONAME.COM  276,885

NONE@NONE.COM  228,270

NOEMAIL@NOEMAIL.COM  124,485

NO@EMAIL.COM  109,200

Unfortunately, bad data issues are 
common. Before applying quality 
controls, 30% of the device IDs we 
receive across all deterministic 
providers have two or more emails 
associated with them. Some are even 
matched to 10, 30, even 400 emails!  
While it may be okay to have one or 
two emails linked to the same device, 
it’s clear that deterministic isn’t  
always right.

Companies may claim they have many 
deterministic links, but if they have no 
way of cleaning up the bad data, the 
solution starts to fall apart.

A better way to talk about data quality 
is to acknowledge that everything is 
probabilistic. Any single observed 
link can be thought of as a fact. Sure, 
that email was seen logging in to that 
device at that time, but not all facts are 
true. All links, including deterministic 
links, have a range of probability, from 
0 to 100%. Login data tends to be on 
the higher end of the scale, but rarely 
is it 100% right.

It’s all probabilistic ... until 
you have a Truth Set
There simply isn’t enough high-quality 
deterministic data available to build 
a cross-device graph at meaningful 
scale, so even large players like 
Facebook and Google rely on so-called 
“probabilistic” techniques.

A probabilistic match means an 
association is inferred without being 
directly observed. In other words, 
you’re making a prediction about the 
likelihood that two bits of information 
are connected in real life. With data, 
technology and math, you can tease 
out these connections very well—even 
if they weren’t directly observed.

How does it work?
A probabilistic model has three 
components:

1) The Observation Data—what signals 
are you using to predict a match?

For a cross-device solution, it’s best  
to observe each device as many  
times as possible. Use associated 
metadata such as IP address, 
timestamp, application and device 
type. More data tends to be better.

2) The Algorithm—how are you 
making your prediction?

This is the math used to identify the 
correct connections. The methodology 
can vary, but what matters most is 

how well the algorithm can identify 
correct matches.

Statistician George Box famously 
said, “All models are wrong, but some 
models are useful.” How useful is 
your model? You need a Truth Set to 
find out.

3) The Truth Set—what  will you 
use to train and validate your 
algorithm?

A Truth Set, which is a set of links 
assumed to be 100% true, is required 
for any training and evaluation of 
a probabilistic solution. Careful 
consideration must be given when 
obtaining a Truth Set:  If this is the 
data your entire solution will be 
judged against, you have to make sure 
your Truth Set is, in fact, TRUE!

How true is your Truth Set
It’s not good enough to say “All my 
data is scored against a Truth Set!” 
without first understanding what true 
really means.

Ask the right questions and you’ll 
quickly learn that most companies 
have no way to validate their so-called 
Truth Sets.

In a typical approach, a company will 
license a Truth Set from a third party 
with little knowledge of how the data 
was collected. These Truth Sets are 
often small—a million or fewer cross-
device pairs—and not representative 
of the general population. And 
because the email logins themselves 
are anonymized, there’s no way to 
know which bogus links should be 
discarded.

As we saw before, deterministic 
data cannot be blindly trusted to be 
accurate. If you train your model 
against a “dirty” truth set, you’re 
bound to get bad results. It’s garbage 
in, garbage out.

How do you know if a link is correct 
and real? In the cross-device space, 
where groups of devices are linked 
together through anonymous logins, 

The truth 
about cross-
device data 
quality 

Audrey Thompson 
Director, Data Science 
Oracle Data Cloud 

John Dempsey 
Senior Director, Mobile 
Oracle Data Cloud 

validation is hard to find. At Oracle 
Data Cloud, we go beyond simply 
trusting an email login and use the 
power of our offline data assets to tie 
devices to real people.

We define truth as a Mobile Ad ID 
linked to the real user or household 
in the physical world. To obtain this 
truth, we license data from several 
companies that have both a mobile 
app and a direct billing relationship 
with a customer, giving us Mobile 
Ad IDs tied directly to full name and 
postal address. An email address can 
be fake, but a billing address is much 
more likely to be you, grounding truth 
in the real world.

WE DEFINE 
TRUTH AS A 
MOBILE AD ID 
LINKED TO THE 
REAL USER OR 
HOUSEHOLD IN 
THE PHYSICAL 
WORLD.

Continued on page 32
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The source of truth matters: you can 
have far more confidence in Truth Set 
data sourced directly from companies 
that charge customers’ credit cards 
on a monthly basis or regularly ship 
items to the same address associated 
with their devices. In the end, we can 
move beyond an anonymized group of 
devices to validated devices tied to a 
real user. For marketers, this is crucial: 
a streamlined cross-screen experience 
is impossible if you have the wrong 
user or device.

Truth is a sliding scale
It’s still not good enough to say “All 
my data is scored against a Truth 
Set!”  The real question is: “Well, if 
you can score against a Truth Set, how 
well are you able to connect a device 
to the right person?” 

In the industry, a typical answer to 
this question is “our links are X% 
accurate.” if it were only that easy!  
Accurate against what? Accurate to 
a real person? How many links do 
you have? What do you mean by 
accurate? Be wary of simple answers:  
if someone claims 90% accuracy, that 
may only apply to the top 5% of their 
population and may not be validated 
against real people.

To get substantial volume as well 
as a high degree of correct links, 
you need lots of data. The Oracle ID 
Graph™ connects multiple ID spaces 
through a kind of “partner cocktail,” 
combining offline purchase data with 
deterministic and probabilistic links 
from hundreds of partners, including 
industry leaders in cross-device. The 
end result is a cross-device graph—

grounded in the real world—that 
maintains both a large scale and high 
degree of precision (i.e., how many 
validated links did the model pick as 
winners?).

Having so much data from disparate 
sources is valuable, but after the 
data comes in it takes an enormous 
amount of work to discern the good 
links from the bad ones.

By applying a series of algorithms, 
we’re able to evaluate the strength of 
every Mobile Ad ID or cookie to user/
household link in the following graph 
and pick the winners (the highest 
scoring link for any given ID). The 
result is a curve, with a portion of the 
links having a high precision, with 
precision declining as you add scale.

Here’s an illustrative example of what that output could look like: 

For 40 million devices, you can map 
data at 85% precision or higher. As 
you add more devices to the mix, the 
overall precision declines. Let’s say 
you’re a marketer that wants mobile 
data mapped at 70% precision or 
higher: the model produces a pool of 
120 million devices to work with. 

If you can build an audience that 
performs 10x better than random, 
then 70% precision isn’t too bad.  
Your model is still going to outperform 
by 7x!

Marketers can benefit by recognizing 
that not all links are created equal. 
More is simply not better when you 
are trying to find the right audience. 
The best identity solution allows for 
trade-off between precision and scale.

Truth be told
For companies like Facebook, Google 
and Twitter, an email address alone 
can be good enough because it’s more 
likely to be “you” when using their 
services. But when it comes to the 
open web (DSPs, exchanges, etc.), a 
much higher standard is required.

Accuracy matters! Getting the right 
user matters! Cross-device mapping 
impacts everything from retargeting 
and frequency capping to attribution. 
It pays to get it right.

So how do you assess the quality of a 
cross-device solution?

Don’t bother asking how many 
deterministic IDs there are. Instead, 
ask what the tradeoff is between 
precision and scale. Make sure you 
know what is meant by accuracy.  
And make sure the Truth Set is 
actually true.

John Dempsey is the Senior Director of Mobile at 
Oracle Data Cloud 
 
John was one of the original members of the ID 
Graph team, back when the only matches that 
mattered were desktop cookies and emails. Today 
he oversees the team that strikes partnerships 
to link together all advertising identifiers (name, 
email, cookie, mobile ID, etc.) to build a complete 
and unified consumer profile. He joined Oracle 
through its acquisition of Datalogix in 2015.  
 
Prior to that, John was at Visible World (now 
Comcast) working with cable operators to enable 
some of the first 1:1 addressable TV advertising. 
He began his career as a Business Analyst at 
McKinsey in the media and technology sectors. 
John holds a degree in English from Princeton 
University and lives in Brooklyn, New York, where 
he attempts to stay as active at CrossFit as his 
ODC colleagues.

Audrey Thompson is the Director of Data Science 
at Oracle Data Cloud 

Audrey Thompson joined Oracle through the 
Datalogix acquisition in 2015. She leads the 
Identity Data Science R&D team focused on 
developing and implementing analytic solutions 
to improve the ODC Identity Graph. By combining 
thousands of disparate data sources with 
analytics, her mission is to create comprehensive 
and accurate user profiles across both online 
and offline ID spaces. During her four years with 
Oracle/Datalogix, she has played a variety of R&D 
and client-facing analytic roles.   

Prior to coming to Datalogix, Audrey was an 
Associate of the Casualty Actuarial Society 
and worked for Deloitte Consulting developing 
and implementing end-to-end underwriting 
analytics for commercial insurers. She holds an 
MA in Statistics from Harvard University and 
BA in Mathematics and Integrated Science from 
Northwestern University.
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Digital has changed the game for 
CPG marketers like never before, 
driving results through increased 
customer connection and a deeper 
understanding of consumer needs. As 
a leader in this field, we sat down with 
Kraft Foods Group’s Bob Rupczynski, 
Vice President Media, Data, CRM, to 
understand the power of connecting 
digital to consumer engagement. 
Rupczynski and his team specialize 
in developing strategies that allow 
Kraft to connect more closely to its 
consumers. 

How have data and 
measurement influenced your 
digital strategy since Kraft 
initially adopted digital as 
part of its overall media mix?
The challenge when you first start 
anything is that you lack the data and 
measurement to understand what 
works and what doesn’t. We prescribe 
to a philosophy at Kraft Heinz to test 
and learn in order to advance—we 
don’t make mandates and we don’t 
force percent usages. 

When we started digital, it was a small 
percentage of our media mix and now 
it’s significant. Today we have over 
50 research studies specific to digital 
detailing the ideal frequency, data type 
and tactics that drives new buyers 
and current buyers to purchase. Using 
this measurement, we’ve found that 
the more addressable we are with our 
digital, the greater the volume of sales 
we are able to drive.

What has been your biggest 
measurement challenge and 
how did you overcome it?
First, we wanted to just measure 
digital, but we are now challenged 
to get a holistic view of our digital 
campaigns. With desktop vs. mobile 
measurement and open web vs. 
social, we are aggressively pushing 
for cross-digital measurement. 
Because of the limitations with many 
of the current offerings and media 
partner hesitation, we are working 
with partners to build a custom 
solution specific to our brands’ needs. 
Early tests show this approach to 
be very thorough and detailed, as 
well as providing campaign cuts of 
sales performance. This allows us to 
increase optimizations vs. waiting till 
the campaign is over to learn for the 
next campaign.
 

What are the most important 
KPIs for Kraft and why?
We’re a for-profit company—essentially, 
if no one is buying our products, 
we’ve failed. The challenge for CPG is 

to link in-campaign metrics to offline 
sales. We just completed a robust 
analysis so that we understand what 
in-campaign metrics we need to drive 
to ultimately move offline sales. As 
expected, we have an acute eye on 
quality—impressions in view, served 
to a human, in the correct geography 
and in a brand-safe environment.  

We use a QCPM to define success 
and it’s fun when we have dozens of 
campaigns a year because we are able 
to quickly learn what works and what 
doesn’t. People perceive CPGs to be 
slow, late adopters. But with so many 
campaigns in-market, we can shift the 
portfolio in a matter of days to learn 
something new.

Can you give an example of 
a particular Kraft campaign 
that had surprising or 
interesting results, based  
on looking at analytics?
We just received results for a 
magazine campaign we executed 
in Q4: we were the first marketer to 
use our DMP to deliver addressable 
messaging in Time Inc.’s publications. 
Using our DMP (Turn) and Time’s 
(Oracle), we transferred our first-party 
data, matched to Time’s subscribers 
and placed our ads only to individuals 
who matched. 

We then measured custom messages 
delivered to our intended audience 
and messages delivered to “spill” 
(or unintended audience). The Kraft 
Heinz first-party audiences had a 

New frontiers in 
measurement:
Kraft proves the value of digital and 
increases consumer engagement

Bob Rupczynski 
Vice President of Media,  
Data, CRM 
Kraft Foods Group 

multiple increase in ROI over the 
“spill audience.” Additionally these 
audiences drove the majority of the 
sales volume. These results mirrored 
results we received in digital, only 
further solidifying three things for us: 
our addressability is the right strategy, 
our DMP must sit at the center of all 
media and our first-party data is our 
greatest asset.

Lastly, marketers and 
advertisers are heading to 
the Cannes Lions Innovation 
Festival this month. In 
your opinion, how do you 
see the new frontiers of 
measurement influencing 
with creative?

Measurement provides us data. 
Data helps us to create insights. 
And insights must fuel all creative 
development. We believe media and 
creative are inherently entwined 
and if we are going to realize our 
addressable vision, we must use 
measurement to test and reach the 
right person, with the right message, 
delivered at the right time and 
context. Gut thinking can only get us 
so far—measurement is the science 
necessary to dissect what works, so 
we can exploit the learning to our 
portfolio of brands.

Read Bob Rupczynski’s full bio in the Speakers 
section starting on page 47.
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In just two weeks, Oracle Data Cloud, 
along with the entirety of the media 
and advertising community, will 
descend upon the Cannes Lions 
Innovation Festival in France to inspire 
and be inspired by some of the most 
creative minds in the industry. Even 
though Cannes is about creative, did 
you know the revolution around data 
means you can be more creative now, 
and deliver more of your creative 
ideas than ever before?

Advertising is about the emotional 
relevancy delivered to the right 
people, at the right place, at the right 
time. Advertisers have promised 
efficiency for years and it manifested 
in aggressive media pricing coupled 
with insights about the target 
audience shaping the message to 
be delivered. Agencies developed a 
“big idea” for a campaign, which was 
placed across media channels to build 
reach and frequency to drive behavior 
resulting in purchases. That model 
has existed for years and is not any 
different than it was in the 1960s. In 
fact, if you look closely you might be 
surprised to see just how similar it 
truly is.

Between 1960 and 2016 a lot of 
change occurred that dramatically 
impacted the advertising landscape. 
The most important transformation 
was the explosion of media. In the 
1960s, advertisers chose from one 
of three TV networks, a couple of 
publications or newspapers and some 
radio and in-cinema advertising. Your 
options were limited and your reach 
was high. Advertising was new and 
creative, and it told a unique story. 
The audience was wide-eyed and 
less cynical than they are today. Your 
message was received because there 
was little clutter and your campaigns 
had legs, living on for months at a 
time; wear out was rarely an issue. 
Advertising was simpler back then, 
and probably a lot of fun!

Look at the landscape now: the 
pendulum has shifted toward math 
and data. Insights and behaviors are 

trackable in real-time and data science 
enables immediate activation of 
your customer insights. The options 
for how to reach your audience 
have multiplied exponentially and 
it’s difficult to break through the 
clutter to reach them. They also are 
far more cynical, leaning toward ad 
blocking and ad skipping to return to 
the content they were engaged with. 
Engagement with messaging is at an 
all-time low, and yet advertising spend 
has never been higher. For an industry 
that shifted to be very quantitative, the 
math simply doesn’t add up.

Despite these changes, advertising is 
still important because of two trends: 
consolidation and emotion. 

Targeting, along with consolidation, 
drives us toward an easier advertising 
experience. Within digital media, the 
landscape resembles TV in the 1960s, 
focusing on large partners like Google, 
Facebook, Twitter and a few more. 
It’s analogous to the domination of 
CBS, NBC and ABC 50 years ago. The 
difference is that while these channels 
provide a mass audience, they deliver 
a targeted segment at a premium to 
advertisers. You know your audience 
is there, and if you buy the media on 
terms that allow for transparency, 
then you can tweak the message and 
delivery format to find the right way 
to speak to your audience. There are 
very few advertisers who look at these 
platforms and say they’ll pass. They 
are an important part of your media 
plan and, as an advertiser, you need to 
work with them. As the saying goes, 
you follow the money and the money 
says this is where the audience is.

This consolidation of players in the 
media landscape can be reflected in 
TV, print and more. While there will 
always be a “long tail” for media, 
across all channels there are big 
players dominating the playing field. 
In TV, you still have nearly six primary 
networks and a handful of cable 
networks to take the lion’s share of the 
dollars. In print, there are still a few 
mass publications available. In digital, 

there is a clear consolidation going on. 
All of these channels offer targeting 
and segmentation capabilities and 
the shift towards even more digitally 
enabled delivery means even more 
targeting and segmentation will 
be available in years to come. That 
means the role of a media planner/
buyer is getting simpler.

This leaves the world of emotionally 
charged creative to be addressed 
and that is why people are lining up 
in Cannes—to see the best of the 
best and to draw inspiration from 
other creative minds. We have so 
much behavioral data aggregated in 
real-time, and now we’re starting to 
examine how to use this data to drive 
messaging. As the industry shifts 
towards targeting, it also adopts more 
interest in personalization. This is the 
“bespoke” experience that can be 
delivered to a variety of audiences 
at different stages of the customer 
journey based on their attributes, 
what their interests are, and what will 
motivate them to engage with your 
product or service. 

In the past, you focused your energy 
against the “big idea,” but with 
segmentation you can personalize to 
groups and deliver multiple big ideas 
to subsets of your target audience. 
Reach is not a mass concept as 
much as it is a targeted concept. It 
transforms to be about reaching a 
targeted audience with a personalized 
message and it includes recognizing 
that different stages of the customer 
journey require the delivery of 
different messages. 

This frees up agencies to do more 
and to take bigger risks. You can sell 
multiple storylines and campaigns to 
a customer because you can prove 
the value of multiple messages in 
market. It’s not just about a static 
insight into your customer base. It’s 
about recognizing your customers 
are dynamic and their needs also are 
dynamic. If your audience can change, 
so should your message!

Data is the  
tool to unlock 
your creative 
side–set it free!

Cory Treffiletti 
VP, Marketing & Partner Solutions, 
Oracle Data Cloud

Creative teams overlook data because 
they think it’s the role of the media 
team or the research team, but data 
can be the tool that allows the creative 
to have more of their work come to 
life! Why argue with the client about 
which campaign to run when you can 
multiple versions and bring them all 
to life?

Is it possible that data will allow 
creativity to be set free? 

Read Cory Treffiletti’s bio in the Speakers section 
starting on page 47.

ADVERTISING 
IS STILL 
IMPORTANT 
BECAUSE OF 
TWO TRENDS: 
CONSOLIDATION 
AND EMOTION.
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You certainly know “big data” exists 
across every function including 
marketing, IT, sales, operations and 
finance. And if you are like most 
professionals who rely on software 
and cloud applications to accomplish 
marketing and business goals, you 
may not have heard of Master Data 
yet. But you will. 

Terms like “Master Data,” “Master Data 
Management (MDM),” “mastering 
data,” and “master-anything,” will 
permeate the marketing landscape 
quickly, overtaking the “big data” 
buzz, and turn huge volumes of 
unstructured data into content that 
flows downstream all the way into 
programmatic advertising channels. 
Master Data refers to organizing, 
labelling and standardizing the 
big data flooding the marketing 
landscape. To get a sense of what I 
mean, picture a Master Data cowboy 
taming the big data bronco. 

To understand Master Data, the next 
big thing in data-driven marketing, 
you should know that there are 
enterprise, B2B, and B2C versions 
of Master Data, with more uses to 
come in the future. And while not 
a new benefit for large enterprises, 

Master Data is new to marketing. Now, for the first time, we can bring together 
marketing and advertising in new ways to drive business results (such as 
leverage or revenue growth). 

Here is a simple illustration of the role of marketing data today:  

Recent research1 shows that data quality for marketing efforts is average (or 
poor). The problem is that this data tsunami is unstructured, meaning it is not 
“mastered.” There is no single view—it is fragmented across divisions and 
systems, cascading into organizational systems without labels or linkages. 
Examples would be that customer, partner and vendor identities are different if 
you are the CMO, CTO or COO. So when you go from an advertiser to a segment 
you are serving.

A simple B2B example of this would be how sales and marketing teams might be 
tracking their activity with Ford, Ford Motors, Ford Motor Company, Tri-State Ford, 
Changan Ford Mazda, Ford Lincoln, Brazil Troller or Ford Motor Credit Company. 
Ford has about 800 divisions, which means if you sell enterprise services to their 
company, you would want to “master” (or structure) all of the data about Ford so 
that you fully understand the customer before targeting them. 

In the B2C context, identity management refers to how a Data Management 
Platform (DMP) or ad agency manages consumer identity. Identity management 
creates a single view of a consumer across devices and platforms based on 
cookies or mobile IDs, allowing advertisers to serve the right message at the 
right time with the right frequency. Identity management is a bit like the tactical 
version of Master Data. 

Master Data is then in fact a broader enterprise function designed to drive 
business outcomes (like negotiating leverage with a single entity), not just 
tactical marketing or advertising outcomes like serving the right sequence of  
ads to a person. 

The CMO marketing function is increasingly being measured on business 
outcomes instead of marketing outcomes, which means we should all expect 
to be hearing more about Master Data—instead of just big data or identity 
management. 

Master data:
The next buzzword  
for you to know 

Ed Carey 
Global VP, Advertising  
Marketing Development 
Dun & Bradstreet

For years, philosophers have argued 
about the nature of reality. Empiricists 
like David Hume maintained all we 
know must be rooted in observable 
facts. Meanwhile, rationalists like 
René Descartes thought an inkling of 
innate knowledge fueled our ability to 
understand the world around us. 

I land some place in-between on this 
debate. My firm specializes in using 
analytics to predict future outcomes, 
such as “household spending on 
discretionary items.” We often enter 
the fray when customers ask about 
the role of predicted data in the 
online world, given there is so much 
observed data.

While no one doubts it is often 
better to go with observed or known 
data over predicted data, there is 
a powerful role for predicted data. 
In other words, the rationalist 
philosophers were onto something. 

Predicting the unobservable
The role of predictive data is intensely 
evident when trying to understand 
the unobservable. For example, one 

cannot observe each U.S. household’s 
budget/capacity to pay for a cruise 
over the next 12 months. You can 
observe propensity to go on certain 
cruises, but that is not the same thing 
as understanding total capacity. It’s 
impossible to observe a knowable 
outcome from the available data. We 
need to extrapolate based on other 
criteria to accurately predict which 
couples are ready to make this large-
ticket purchase. 

The challenge of scalability
One key challenge with observed 
data is scale and reach. While there 
is little doubt that known subscribers 
to a Porsche enthusiast website are 
great prospects for a Porsche dealer, 
the reality is it will be an extremely 
small group. In the predicted world, 
we would clone this small group to a 
larger universe—perhaps resulting in 
millions of Porsche-buyer clones.

Another example is measuring 
network influencers. Data publishers 
frequently wish to sell to known, 
active users of Facebook, Twitter and 
other social sites. The reality is these 
individuals only represent a subset 
of the total universe. A larger market 
exists, but there is no observable data 
marketers can use to find them unless 
a similar cloning exercise is used. 

The cost of observed data
Observed data comes with a hefty 
price tag. Niche data is often two to 

ten times as expensive as comparable 
predicted data, which means the 
subsequent performance must be 
much better. Being able to predict data 
is less expensive. Sorry Hume, but 
Descartes is simply a better bargain 
shopper.

Clearly, there is a role for observed 
data. The first step to understanding 
our world is to observe it. However, 
when the light dims and we need to 
figure out what lies in the shadows, 
we look for different strategies. Our 
recommendation is to actually utilize 
observed data when it is applicable 
and supplement it with predicted data. 
When many digital campaigns depend 
on millions of impressions to drive the 
expected results, a hybrid approach 
provides the best mix of power and 
scalability.

Read David Kelly’s full bio in the Speakers section 
starting on page 47.

Predicting the 
unobservable:
Thoughts on predicted vs. 
Observed data

David Kelly 
Founder and CEO 
AnalyticsIQ 

1 http://www.b2bmarketingdatareport.com/
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CPG marketers are embracing data 
and advanced analytics to fuel growth 
through digital. As a CPG market 
leader, Frito-Lay has been at the 
forefront of marketing in the space. 
We sat down with John Eckhardt, 
Director of Marketing Portfolio 
Analytics for Frito-Lay, a division of 
PepsiCo, to learn about how Frito-Lay 
uses data and advanced analytics to 
stay in front of the pack.

John’s team consults with brands to 
deliver on strategic goals by aligning 
platforms, partners, measurement 
methodologies, and insights. The 
FLNA Portfolio Analytics team views 
digital as core to their growth strategy 
and have tactically measured digital 
media against specific learning 
agenda items to drive campaign 
effectiveness across platforms.

Can you describe the 
evolution of your digital 
marketing strategy since  
you initially added digital 
to your overall marketing 
portfolio? How has data 
shaped that journey?

Digital for our brands started as 
what I call a “10% project” about 
six years ago. Even though we are 
maniacally focused on ROI, we 
observed the same trends everyone 
did in the market and decided to take a 
systematic and quantitative approach 
to unlocking the growth potential in 
digital. In 2014, the modern version 
of the PA Team was developed 
which really brought incredible 
momentum behind a learning agenda, 
measurement and scale in digital that 
could compete with television. Since 
then, we’ve been able to really refine 
what we’ve learned and grow our 
investment substantially year over year.

Closed loop measurement is of course 
the most critical component to justify 
investment. As you might imagine, 
our business has a long list of great 
investment opportunities—but few 
have built the level of detail and rigor 
behind the incremental value, which 
is why the organization regularly 
entrusts us with a disproportionate 
increase each year.

What has been your biggest 
challenge as it relates to 
data-driven marketing and 
how did you overcome it?
Trust in the analytics and rigor has to 
be the biggest challenge to overcome 
when pushing towards data-driven 
marketing. Insights are only as good 
as the actions taken on them, so early 
in our rollout of advanced campaign 
closed-loop analytics, the team 

worked with our media and analytics 
partners to understand the insight and 
action cold. The PA team worked hand 
in hand with the brands to infuse data 
in everything from strategy through 
tactical media plans. That approach 
really set the model for how we 
operate today.

Can you give an example 
of a particular Frito-Lay 
campaign that had surprising 
or interesting results, based 
on looking at the data?
Within some audience and targeting 
work we did for our Tostitos brand, 
we spent some time analyzing the 
source of cannibalization along with 
the typical lift analysis. In the results 
we realized a competitor that was 
typically placed on the value side 
of the competitive set was actually 
sourcing more volume from our more 
affluent buyers—a huge insight which 
hadn’t teased out of any other CI work 
up to that point. The reason I like this 
example so much is that we regularly 
get small increments of value and 
audience insight from each study, but 
a competitive discovery like this can 
really lead to a strategic shift worth 
tens of millions down the line.

Lastly, for those marketers 
and advertisers heading to 
the Cannes Lions Innovation 
Festival this month, how 
does data shape creative in 

Digital first: 
How Frito-Lay harnesses data  
to stay ahead of the curve

John Eckhardt  
Director, Marketing  
Portfolio Analytics 
PepsiCo

The illustration below adds the foundational Master Data layer, which leads to 
data being used from start to finish through the marketing process. The ultimate 
goal is that advertising leads to business outcomes more than just marketing 
metrics. It all starts with good data: 

So now that you know a little more about Master Data and have “mastered” 
your big data bronco, what next? That is where analytics comes to play, made 
possible when high data quality and strong marketing technology work together 
to create outstanding advertising experiences for customers. 

It’s important for our industry to recognize and understand Master Data at the 
enterprise level. Enterprise data that is mastered can flow to the marketing and 
advertising clouds. When marketing technologies can be at the center of master 
data and programmatic advertising, the outcome will be positive business 
results. This is because it is connected to the upstream business need instead  
of downstream marketing metrics. 

Read Ed Carey‘s bio in the Speakers section starting on page 47.
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your experience? Will we 
see the marriage of the data 
world and the creative world 
grow stronger over time?
This is a hot topic for us right now, 
as we would love to see more robust 
data validation coming from creative. 
If you think about executing a 
successful campaign, there are three 
aspects we can analyze: channel, 
messaging and creative. 

We have robust and actionable data 
on channel with some insight on 
messaging, but creative is harder 
to nail down even though it is a key 
component of driving media ROI. 
Metrics on this will get stronger over 
time, especially once we move from 
panel-based assessment of creative 
to algorithm-based, which can cut 
down the time it takes to action results 
from weeks to days. Just as we spent 
time optimizing our channel mix, we 
believe the white-space for continued 
media optimization is our creative 
strategy.

Read John Eckhardt’s bio in the Speakers section 
starting on page 47.

Digital media has seen its share 
of tipping points this year. As the 
Oracle Data Summit convenes, it’s 
a good time to look back on the 
significance of those moments and, 
more importantly, what they signify 
for media companies as they look 
to the future. The future for digital 
media is unquestionably “the age of 
the audience.” Let’s connect these 
moments to gain a clearer perspective 
on the changes.

Moment one. In early March, 
Interpublic Group’s Magna Global 
research report said TV ad sales are 
projected to continue falling in 2016, 
while digital media will grow 17 
percent, officially outpacing television 
spend. Many said this would never 
happen. The reason it did happen, in 
my view, is because the ability to track 
consumer spending trends from the 
data generated by digital transactions 
has radically altered expectations. 
TV can help a brand reach a desired 
demographic. But TV simply cannot 
provide the granularity or real-time 
trend analysis native to digital.

Moment two: Mobile search has 
outpaced laptop and desktop search. 
This is a major signpost of consumer 

digital behavior. It makes perfect 
sense and affirms what many of us 
saw coming:  smartphone penetration 
and generational shifts in usage 
would make mobile dominant. It also 
shows that audience segments can 
come into sharper focus if all data is 
aggregated and integrated. Mobile 
data indicates app usage, affinity and 
the degree of engagement with a 
company or product. Purchase intent 
data, spending trends and search 
engine data further define audiences. 
Social media is the newest piece of the 
mobile data mosaic, offering a wealth 
of insights never available before.
These two moments are the beginning 
of a trend toward using aggregated 
data to truly unlock the “age of the 
audience” potential. In fact, audience 
quality, algorithm relevance and 
data responsibility are now the key 
drivers in digital media. Creative is 
still important. Media placement and 
metrics are still important, but any 
company that plans or launches a 
campaign today is only competitive if 
audience selection is the top priority. 
It’s no longer enough to say “I want 
to reach mobile phone users” with a 
campaign. Given the new visibility into 
audience segments, campaigns now 
must address the different needs and 
spending patterns of distinct mobile 
users. 

Think of it this way: every day the 
citizens of planet Earth generate more 
than 2.4 quintillion bytes of data. That 
is a billion bytes daily—all generated 
by people interacting with digital 
devices. To keep pace with that ocean 
of information, datasets need to parse 

into more specific categories than they 
did a year ago—or even a week ago. 
At MasterCard we moved decisively 
to map this new landscape. Our 
new anonymized and aggregated 
transaction data-driven Audiences 
solution focuses on new spend 
behaviors that create new segments 
while Measurement can close the loop 
on looking at ROI.

Here are some examples:

Online Shopper. Everyone is an 
online shopper these days, but it’s not 
worth knowing overall shoppers for 
purposes of audience measurement. 
Reaching the segment of online 
shoppers most likely to purchase 
within the next 30 days, and the 
shoppers at least twice as likely to 
purchase online, defines the term “in 
market.” They are the most valuable 
online customers. 

Cloud Services. Consumers have gone 
beyond hard drive storage; they have 
moved to the cloud. Solutions like 
Dropbox and Google Drive are the 
new behaviors advertisers need to 
address. Audiences can identify Top-
Tier Spenders for cloud services.
In-App User vs Purchasers. This is 
one of the most valuable mobile 
audience segments, although it is 
only truly useful when combined with 
transaction data. In-app purchasers 
must first be defined by sector, like 
games or mobile commerce. Then 
they need to be defined by spend (top 
tier, frequent). By adding that level 

2016:
The dawning of the  
age of the audience

Shubhra Srivastava 
VP Customer Intelligence & 
Media Solutions 
MasterCard Advisors

Continued on page 34
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of granularity, these new segments 
can be enriched by cross-referencing 
with still other audiences. Let’s take 
top-tier spenders for games. This 
audience is likely to transact two or 
more times the average person on 
in-app purchases in the video gaming 
category. They can then be cross-
referenced with a number of other 
audiences (such as commuters) to 
identify an ideal marketing segment.
 
Telecom. Transaction data can 
segment those likely to have reduced 
their payments in the telecom 
category—cable cord cutters, for 
example. That puts them in the market 
for a subscription-based entertainment 
service or an outboard service like 
Roku or Apple TV.

Conclusion
Clearly, higher quality audiences 
come into sharper focus with the 
right information. Given the speed of 
change, the move to mobile and the 
power of aggregated anonymized 
transaction data to define segments, 
2016 will be remembered as the 
dawning of “the age of the audience.”

Read Shubhra Srivastava’s bio in the Speakers 
section starting on page 47.

Ever since Adam Smith wrote The 
Wealth of Nations, economics 
students have subscribed to the 
belief that free markets provide us 
with innovation and material well-
being as if guided by an invisible 
hand. In Phishing for Phools, two 
Nobel laureates, George Akerlof and 
Robert Shiller, expose a fault in the 
“invisible hand” view of markets. 
They discuss a type of profit seeking 
through manipulation, in which 
sellers will systematically exploit 
our psychological weaknesses and 
our ignorance through manipulation 
and deception. The authors call it 
“reputation mining.”

Our goal here is to expose the role of 
reputation mining in a sophisticated 
form of phishing that is increasingly 
a plague on the data and advertising 
world. Marketers lured in by 
reputation mining can end up buying 
substandard data, data that squanders 
their advertising budgets. Before 
we jump into its role in data-driven 
advertising, though, let’s discuss 
how Shiller and Akerlof explained 
the concept of reputation mining by 
applying it to mortgage securities.
In 2008, the U.S. economy was rocked 
by a financial crisis that caused the 
biggest recession since the Great 
Depression. A large contributor to the 
crisis was the failure in the mortgage-
backed securities market. Mortgage-
backed securities are complex 
financial instruments that evolved 
away from the simple transaction of 
a single bank financing a house loan 
for a single buyer. Over time it became 
a very fluid market where bundles of 
mortgages were packaged and traded 
as securities.

The securities were further packaged 
to have the illusion of low default 
rates, and ratings agencies started 
releasing increasingly positive ratings 
that pleased the institutions that 
“shopped” for those ratings. Along 
this value chain both the ratings 
agencies and the packagers of 
mortgage securities were mining their 
previously established trusted brands 

In data-driven 
advertising, 

“reputation 
miners” can 
wreck your 
budget
Omar Tawakol 
Senior Vice President & GM 
Oracle Data Cloud

Continued on page 36
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to sell inferior products in search of 
ever increasing profits.

This practice is reputation mining—
literally mining the value embedded 
in a brand to produce outsize profits, 
while hoping that their actions would 
not be exposed. Similar conditions 
exist in the data market and are 
likely already tempting companies 
that are well established in adjacent 
industries—advertising, marketing, 
ratings, financial scoring, offline 
customer segmentation and so 
on—to mine their brands by selling 
substandard data products.

Digital data assets that drive advertising 
segmentation are generally opaque 
and complex assets. It’s hard to 
understand how a provider created the 
data assets and whether or not they 
will generate the desired business 
outcomes when combined with 
media. This combination of challenges 
will drive many data buyers to rely 
on brands that have some embedded 
trust because of their performance in 
one of those previously mentioned 
adjacent fields.

Unfortunately, this blind trust creates 
a large opportunity for reputation 
mining that some institutions will 
exploit similarly to the lead-up to the 
2008 mortgage securities debacle. This 
opportunity exists because buyers will 
concentrate their data buying through 
trusted brands. Those trusted brands 
know that they are selling complex 
data instruments, and their buyers 
can’t inspect the origin of the data, and 
therefore can’t verify the quality. These 
conditions, coupled with a company’s 
market pressure to deliver growth, will 
inevitably lead to reputation mining. 
Here is an example of how this might 
occur in advertising.

A data buyer who wants to target 
athletic women has a budget for a 
very large ad campaign targeting 
75 million U.S. women who are 25 
to 30 years old. Vendor A (let’s call 
it Saint) creates a segment of 10 

million validated women who are 
ages 25 to 30. Vendor B (let’s call it 
Exploiter) creates a segment of 75 
million women based on a bundle of 
disclosed and undisclosed sources.

The buyer chooses Exploiter because 
it promises a higher reach. The buyer 
ignores Saint’s plea that there aren’t 
even 75 million U.S. internet browsers 
who are women between 25 and 30. 
If Saint continues to compete in this 
market, they may have to choose 
between exiting the market or creating 
low-quality, high-reach “bundles” in 
order to meet the reach demands of 
uninformed buyers.

Three ways to fight 
reputation mining
There are ways to prevent this type 
of reputation mining. They include 
creating an environment that demands 
transparency, rewards high quality 
and separates the source of media 
from the source of measurement.
The first and most important way is 
to help buyers measure the quality of 
the data itself. In our opinion, the best 
way to do this is to connect ad and 
data quality to business outcomes in 
the form of sales lift. Does a particular 
ad campaign actually cause sales to 
increase? Knowing the answer to this 
business outcome will help marketers 
separate the wheat from the chaff.

The second tool to drive quality into 
the market is to demand transparency 
of data sources. The majority of data 
now sold through Audience Data 
Marketplace, for example, is what 
we call “branded data”—meaning a 
marketer knows the source of the data. 
If the data promises people who are 
in the market for travel, the marketer 
knows the data includes only people 
who have searched for flights, hotels, 
and car rentals on top online travel 
sites in the last 30 days. We have 
promoted “branded data” because in 
the long run transparency will breed 
higher quality. In addition to knowing 
who created the data, we encourage 

data providers to be transparent on the 
recipe and precise source of the data.

The third way to minimize the 
opportunity for reputation mining  
is to make sure your ad performance 
measurements are analyzed by a 
different company than the one 
providing your source of media. 
Separation prevents the entity paying 
for the measurement study from 
pressuring the measurement company 
to produce only good news. The  
result will be a healthy industry  
where measurement can be reliable 
and trusted.

In the current data and advertising 
market, opportunities for reputation 
mining are inevitable because the 
opportunity for quick profits and 
phishing abound. This incents bad 
behavior, and in the long run, creates 
a smaller market opportunity for 
everyone. Many buyers are becoming 
aware of this and are demanding 
measurement and transparency that 
eliminate the information asymmetries 
that tempt reputation mining into 
existence. When we combine a good 
measurement of outcomes with a 
separation of measurement and media 
in an environment of transparency, 
we will remove the opportunity for 
reputation mining in the first place.

Read Omar Tawakol’s bio in the Speakers section 
starting on page 47.

When I look back 15 years ago to the 
beginning of my digital marketing 
career, I’m still dissatisfied with the 
lack of sophistication in how data is 
utilized in digital targeting. With all of 
today’s advancements in data science 
and customer insights, why are many 
marketers expecting improved results 
while continuing to rely solely on the 
use of demographic data? Getting 
the most out of third-party data and 
combining that with rich, first-party 
data are the keys to designing the 
ultimate customer experience and the 
path to achieving incremental results. 

The effectiveness of the ways we 
currently buy media and optimize sites 
doesn’t come close to its potential, 
given today’s targeting technologies 
and digital data availability. It is 
surprising how often we hear that 
the only targeting criteria used in 
media buys are age and income, 
or that the penetration against the 
target audience of a campaign is less 
than 30% (potential of 70% waste). 
I attribute that gap to scientists not 
yet consistently engaged to inform 
audience building in digital as they 
always have in direct mail. 

The digital marketing industry needs 
a revolution, not just an increase in 
data flow. The purpose of harnessing 
digital data is to build knowledge 
and glean analytic insights that will 
replicate the successes seen in the 
direct mail era. Since today’s media 
buying process is not as scientific as 
offline targeting, major changes are 
needed to drive efficiency in the media 
buy that is beyond programmatic. 
Actually, the only heroes of the digital 
media ecosystem that have designed 
analytics products are the demand-
side platforms (DSP), which were 
forced to become publishers, due to 
the cluttered digital media ecosystem. 
Employing a scientific approach to 
data is crucial in answering digital 
marketers’ most repeated questions.

Does third-party data really 
work in digital marketing?
It’s true that if you don’t use third-
party data attributes in a model or 
apply additional filters, there is little 
chance it will have the same outcome 
as the third-party data used in building 
propensity models for direct mail 
applications. The data contained in 
third-party attributes has unequal 
value and users with those attributes 
are not equally likely to convert. 
Digital data selection and optimization 
is not different from the offline data 
optimization process. The providers 
are dissimilar and the data dimensions 
are broad, but the same process 
should be applied.

Who is seeing my ad?
Using a combination of a data 
management platform (DMP) with 
first- and third-party data, we profile 
reach or traffic and identify what 
attributes correlate with media tactics, 
site visits—or  even better—converted 
or high-value customers.

How can the process be 
repeatable to maximize 
efficiency?
With no learnings to build on, 
every time you launch a new digital 
campaign you start from scratch. 
Once you build segments based on 
selected attributes and optimize them, 
you can replicate the process, which 
helps achieve performance faster in 
future campaigns. The attributes that 
compose the segment become the 
recipe to efficient implementation.

My models are great and 
they work; so why isn’t 
anyone using them?
Modeling has been proven to be 
successful in direct mail and other 
offline channels; therefore, there is no 
reason why modeling or modeled data 
can’t be leveraged in digital, too. 

Are digital  
marketers still 
shooting in the dark? 

Karima Zmerli, PhD 
VP, Digital Data Strategy and 
Audience Management 
Merkle, Inc.

Continued on page 38
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It is true though that media agencies 
originally did not rely on analytics 
the way marketing agencies did. 
Expectation needs to be elevated in 
digital, and digital partners need to 
understand and invest in statistics to 
leverage models and tweak them for 
online marketing.

I have a DMP, a site 
personalization tool and a 
recommendation engine. 
Does that mean I am using 
data correctly?
Data is the fuel of these technologies. 
The platforms alone have limited 
ability to drive performance without 
the right data and models/machine 
learning. Also, these platforms don’t 
run on auto-pilot; the interpretation of 
that data will always present a need 
for skilled people with a combination 
of a tech and data background.

What should my customer’s 
journey map be based on?
Many marketers build journeys on 
assumptions or theories. A data 
scientist can tell you who your 
customers are and how they are 
interacting with you, which provides 
interpretive insight that serves as the 
foundation for customer journeys.
After years of managing direct mail 
programs and leading analytics for 
digital marketing, I notice innumerable 
synergies and benefits to cross-
pollenating different teams with 
diverse skill sets. CRM marketers need 
to drive the rigor and knowledge of 
segmentation and modeling into the 
digital marketing realm. They must be 
more involved in digital media as it is 
no longer only about buying tactics 
and creative. Media agencies should 
invest more in analytics and develop a 
better understanding of CRM and data 
methods, rather than solely providing 
a media plan that lists publishers 
without connecting them to a precise 
segment and audience. 

Digital technology enables 
an extensive use of data and 
segmentation that is less than 
optimally employed today. CRM 
marketers, digital marketers  and 
media agencies must work together 
to ensure better processes and 
approaches to modern targeting.

Read Karima Zmerli’s bio in the Speakers section 
starting on page 47.

Figuring out how to engage the right 
audience with the right messaging is 
challenging enough, but delivering 
relevant mobile content to drive the 
shortest path to purchase is daunting. 
You want to achieve maximum 
conversion and expand your efforts 
beyond traditional targeting. Missing 
key data sets in your campaign 
strategy not only hinders your ability 
to build the customer experience 
across devices, but also hinders 
them from converting to purchase. 
According to VentureBeat Insights, 
mobile marketing is a $25 billion 
opportunity waiting to be tapped. So 
why is your data stopping you?

Every marketer knows data is an 
essential component to any campaign, 
but finding the right data can be 
difficult. While your first party data is 
extremely reliable, it does not include 
the necessary scale and data points 
to put relevant mobile content in front 
of the right user at the right time. As 
an eCommerce retailer, you might 
be collecting information like name, 
email, address and purchase data, 
but additional data points might be 
missing. While you might understand 
your existing buyers, additional sales 
potential exists in adding data points 
to your current data set to increase 
your understanding of potential 
new customers. Adding third-party 

deterministic data can help to close 
some of the gaps and solve cross-
device challenges marketers face 
when trying to deliver a connected 
user experience. 

Traditionally, marketers relied on 
cookies only to link individuals to 
segments and behavioral data. The 
challenge here is that while cookies 
are a viable method on desktop and 
laptop devices, they are limited on 
mobile devices. These limitations 
create a blind spot for the marketer 
as customers switch from their 
desktop to mobile or vice versa. 
The more devices the individual has 
the harder it is for the marketer to 
create a connected experience for its 
target audience. Often a customer 
might exhibit certain behaviors or a 
purchase on one type of device and 
not the other, leaving the marketer 
ill-informed. Missing expected 
information can make your customer 
messaging irrelevant because they 
may have made the purchase or are 
in another phase of the sales cycle. 
Additionally, you have missed a 
potential cross-selling opportunity.

To deliver “in-the-moment” 
advertising to in-app users and 
mobile storefronts, marketers require 
deterministic third-party data offering 
insights via cookies as well as mobile 
IDs. Combining these attributes 
provides a unique identification of the 
user profile across various channels 
and devices. Deterministic third-party 
data is derived from self-identified 
information the individual provides. 
It’s extremely accurate and allows 
marketers to target precise audiences 
paired based on intelligent data points 

like demographic, B2B and interest 
information about the individual.

Deterministic third-party data is 
available in most Data Management 
Platforms (DMPs) and can be used for 
mobile targeting and also for in-app 
ads, video ads, display ads, shopping 
cart abandonment and SEO/SEM 
decisions. When an individual visits a 
mobile site or app, the ad exchange 
begins a real-time auction to target 
the individual with a relevant ad. If 
the marketer has previously set up 
relative audience information in the 
DMP pertinent to the transaction or 
action occurring on the mobile site 
or app, marketing magic occurs and 
the individual receives the relevant 
experience. If not, then you miss your 
piece of the $25 billion mobile device 
marketing opportunity.

Understanding how to create cross-
device and mobile campaigns not 
only will increase your relevance 
and customer understanding, it also 
provides you with future insights on 
how to fine-tune your audience. As 
data is collected over time, examine 
behaviors generated from campaigns 
and how those behaviors can be used 
for future campaigns. In addition, 
since data is continually evolving, be 
sure your campaign data is constantly 
updated and refreshed so your 
messaging stays relevant and up  
to date. 

Read Vince Cersosimo’s bio in the Speakers 
section starting on page 47.

How to hit the $25 billion 
mobile targeting jackpot 
with data intelligence

Vince Cersosimo 
CEO, Webbula, LLC
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When we looked into the industry’s 
crystal ball at the beginning of 2016, 
we predicted this would be the year 
that personalization moved beyond 
just location. It was clear brick-and-
mortar retail needed to become part 
of the digital mix, particularly since 
roughly 90% of purchases still happen 
in a physical store. 

The use of in-store touchpoints, from 
beacons to Wi-Fi-based triggers, 
continues to be touted within the 
retail arena. While adoption has been 
limited, the potential it offers remains 
considerable, particularly as evidence 
suggests an overwhelming amount 
of choice in the retail aisles clouds 
purchasing decisions. The reality is 
fewer products are standing out, so 
basic familiarity or price are holding 
sway as the primary influences on 
consumer purchasing. 

This is a worrisome trend for any 
brand trying to cut through the noise, 
particularly against both long-term 
established players and extremely 
popular store-brand items. These 
brands face a growing imperative 
to differentiate and innovate their 
approaches to consumer marketing 
and engagement. 

Increasingly, personalized messaging 
declutters the advertising space. Every 
retailer wants to be perceived as a 
local community participant because 
of the sense of trust this engenders 
among consumers. Trader Joe’s is a 
perfect example of a national brand 
that made space for itself in the 
marketplace with hyper-localization 
through personalization. Beacons 
and in-store Wi-Fi networks let stores 
know when their targeted consumers 
are there, allowing marketers to gain 
increased familiarity with audiences 
closest to their point of purchase. 

Is retail leading the way? 
From a marketer’s perspective, the 
digital world is now closer to the 
physical point of purchase, which not 
only improves lead capture, but also 
serves as a conduit to understanding 
consumers’ real-world behavior. 
Marketers can now calculate the 
physical visits to retail locations 
that are a direct result of digital ad 
exposure, as well as glean relevant 
shopper insights and behaviors. 

In one recent example—a marketplace 
first—Tapad and Carat North delivered 
a 59% conversion rate on their in-
store, cross-screen campaign for 
ASDA, an American-owned, British-
founded supermarket retailer. The 
digital campaign drove a 67% lift for 
in-store visits. Moreover, those who 
engaged with ads were 411% more 
likely to visit the store. 

As an industry, we’re starting to think 
more about reaching consumers 

based on their identity, not just on 
their devices. This has significant 
potential to transform marketing 
across mobile and networked devices, 
bringing a whole new level of 
relevancy to consumers’ advertising 
experiences. 

For example, growing Smart TV 
penetration means it’s entirely 
possible to serve TV ads that reference 
local stores and offers to consumers 
rather than having to revert to a 
standard nationwide format. The 
more demographic/psychographic 
assumptions marketers glean from 
the data consumers are sharing, 
the more relevant they can make 
the experience. Today, it may be 
Smart TVs and in-store touchpoints 
providing the additional insight; 
tomorrow, it could be internet-
connected devices around the home.

As employee number three at Tapad, Kate has 
been instrumental in the company’s 70% YoY 
growth. She worked with Tapad’s founding 
members in the planning and creation of the 
company’s proprietary and award winning 
technology, The Device Graph™. 
 
Now leading the company’s advertising business, 
Kate oversees Tapad’s Unify Platform, used to 
serve cross-screen advertising campaigns for 
marketers. Additionally, she leads product 
development, sales alignment and customer 
relationship management. One example is 
Tapad’s latest innovation, TV Pulse, which 
launched in June 2015. As the TV Pulse business 
lead, Kate oversees all initiatives that allow 
marketers to connect linear television data with 
digital campaigns—another first-of-its-kind for 
the industry.

The new convergence 
of local and personal: 
Aligning cross-screen marketing 
with in-store touchpoints to unlock 
a world of insight
Kate O’Loughlin  
SVP, Media Business 
Tapad

DATA
ONBOA RDING
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We now see the market moving from 
an understanding of the basics to 
questions around “what else should 
I be asking?” The truth is, while the 
basic premise of converting an offline 
file of names, postal addresses and/
or email addresses into a targetable 
digital audience via cookies or other 
methods sounds simple, there are a 
number of important complexities 
not obvious to most. Let’s dive into 
some of the nuances and questions 
advertisers should be asking.

AUDIENCE REACH
Reach is arguably the most important 
component of data onboarding 
— what percentage of your CRM 
universe can you actually reach 
online? An advertiser can make the 
case that reach and accuracy, which 
are somewhat diametrically opposed, 
have nearly equal importance. But 
let’s focus first on reach. A common 
data onboarding test is to supply 
one or multiple data onboarding 
providers with a file of customers 
(a random sample works fine) to 
understand what percentage of those 
records can be matched to their data 
“spine.” This is the foundation of 
their match network, often referred 
to as the “deterministic” portion of 
their targeting and associated with 
at least one cookie. It is realistic for 
advertisers to expect that more than 
60% of their input universe can be 
accurately associated to one or more 
active cookies. If you are considering a 
match partner, this is a primary area to 
look at during your discovery process.

One important component of this 
test is to ensure you are comparing 
apples to apples. We recommend 
reporting metrics in terms of 30-day 
active cookies—meaning a cookie 
set or verified as active in the last 
30 days. Our testing found the value 
of older cookies beyond 30 days is 
minimal. In live campaigns, more 
than 90% of the cookies to bid on are 
those seen/set within the last 30 days. 

Therefore, universes of older cookies 
can be misleading. You will see large 
universes of matched cookies without 
virtually any real impact, which simply 
inflate your perception of true value 
and reachable audience.

We recommend reporting metrics in 
terms of 30-day active cookies

COOKIE ACCURACY
Most advertisers assume that the 
matched data onboarding universe 
of cookies accurately reflects the 
supplied CRM input universe. But 
what if you learn that 30%, 40% or 
more of your on-boarded cookie 
universe was not associated with 
the individuals and households from 
your original universe? The result is 
a tremendous waste of media spend 
and poor performance of your online 
campaigns.   

Oracle Data Cloud has a high incentive 
to ensure our cookie associations are 
accurate due to the measurement 
side of our business. More than 75% 
of all OnRamp® campaigns we run 
are tied to measurement. So if the 
cookie universe doesn’t match to the 
CRM input audience accurately, at a 
very high confidence level, results 
suffer. For our client base, this is an 
incredibly important component of 
data onboarding.

Through deep analysis, Oracle Data 
Cloud confirmed that not all audience 
match sources have the same level 
of accuracy, typically through no fault 
of their own. They simply don’t have 
the required analytical capabilities 
or truth-set data to determine 
accuracy. Our methodology uses 
retail transaction truth sets where 

the connections of cookies to name/
address/email are more than 99% 
accurate and verified. We then 
compare our individual match sources 
and their various match types to 
these truth sets. The net result is that 
ultra, high-quality match sources can 
be identified and we can filter out 
inaccurate associations of cookies to 
individuals and households.    

“Data onboarding is a 
critical component of 
nearly every client’s online 
marketing strategy. Many of 
our clients are engaged in 
CRM file onboarding or we 
onboard modeled prospect 
universes that we’ve built 
for them—or a combination 
of both. Our clients rely 
on us for analytics and 
measurement of their 
digital campaigns and they 
typically see strong ROI from 
these campaigns. Oracle 
Data Cloud has been our 
close partner for 4+ years 
to help us deliver high-
quality solutions for our data 
onboarding clients.”

– Kelly Leger, VP Digital Solutions, Merkle

Continued on page 44
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Most advertisers are already convinced of 

the value of onboarding their CRM file. They 

understand that typically less than 20% of their 

active customers are visiting their site on a 

regular basis and it’s important to stay in front 

of the other 80% of their customers. Whether 

the focus is cross-sell, upsell, retention, brand 

reinforcement or win back, marketers use an 

onboarding provider to take their offline CRM 

universe and convert it into a digital audience for 

targeting online. The strategy makes sense and 

can pay big dividends.

A deeper dive into factors 
that drive results
Introduction by Curt Blattner, Head of OnRamp Solutions, Oracle Data Cloud

Less than 20% of active customers visit the site on a regular basis

20% 80%

As advertisers become savvier 
about the nuances of the 
ad-tech ecosystem, “data 
onboarding” is one strategy 
where the market is ready for 
a much deeper dive.   
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A blended strategy will enable you to reach 90%+ of your original offline CRM audience

90%

A blended strategy will enable you to reach 90%A blended strategy will enable you to reach 90%  of your original offline CRM audience of your original offline CRM audience

offline CRM 
audience

TESTING FOR ACCURACY
So now you’re convinced of the 
importance of accuracy. What’s next? 
You need a live, in-market test where 
you target your on-boarded cookie 
audience and collect personally 
identifiable information (PII) on the 
response. While this is really the 
only way to ensure accuracy from 
data onboarding, the good news is 
the advertiser holds all the cards. 
You supply the target universe 
and evaluate the PII you collect on 
responders. For example, a campaign 
where you target current customers 
not opted in for your email campaigns. 
To do this well, you run a display 
campaign where you offer a sizeable 
one-time discount (say, 35%) to opt 
in to your email program. You also 
ask them to confirm their email and 
postal addresses. This allows you 
to compare the target onboarding 
audience to the respondents. If you 
see a high percentage of mismatches 
(exceeding 20% or more), you’ve got 
a significant problem to address. The 

good news is you can limit your media 
spend on an accuracy test. You only 
need to reach a certain percentage of 
responders supplying PII to draw a 
true conclusion.  

DIGITAL AUDIENCE REACH
The last area where we work closely 
with clients is the right strategy to 
deploy across multiple forms of digital 
inventory. Most advertisers start by 
focusing on cookie-based, real-time 
bidding (RTB) inventory, but this 
is just one prong in your strategy. 
Reaching the same audience across 
“walled garden” publishers where 
onboarding is done based on a match 
to the user-registration base—and not 
cookies—can have significant yield 
for both audience reach, coupled with 
high ROI. This enables advertisers 
to reach their audience across high-
value publishers, such as Facebook, 
Twitter, Yahoo!, AOL, and Pandora 
at extremely high levels of accuracy. 
Oracle Data Cloud utilizes our Oracle 
ID Graph™ to enable these highly 

accurate associations of incoming 
CRM PII to various forms of customer 
identification, including cookies, social 
handles and mobile devices. 

SUMMARY
It’s a good time to reevaluate your 
data onboarding strategy. Are you 
getting as much true audience reach 
as you should? Are you getting 
audience reach at the considerable 
expense of accuracy where 
performance of your audiences is 
suffering? Don’t just focus on cookies: 
A multipronged CRM onboarding 
strategy to reach your customers 
across all forms of digital media will 
pay you all kinds of dividends. 

DATA ONBOARDING
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David Barker

Vice President, Media Sales 
& Ad-Tech, Oracle Marketing 
Cloud

David is the Vice President of Ad-tech at the Oracle Marketing Cloud 
where he manages the Oracle assets responsible for anonymous and 
paid media/content. He has over 15 years of digital marketing experience 
across a wide range of capabilities including content optimization, 
paid media, paid social, data management, audience creation and 
measurement/analytics. He has worked to help build startups and 
innovate industries at various software vendors, and also helped brands 
construct and execute on their vision through consulting positions.   

Nirali Bhagdev 

Head of CPG, Healthcare, 
Government Measurement, 
Facebook

Nirali has over 13 years of experience in analytics and measurement, 
and is currently working at Facebook heading up Measurement for 
CPG, Healthcare, and Politics. Prior to Facebook, she created the digital 
analytics practice at The Clorox Company and has agency experience. 

Nirali has a Masters in Media Studies from Syracuse University and an 
MBA from India. She has a 3-year old daughter and lives in the Bay Area. 

Ed Carey 

Global Vice President, 
Advertising Market 
Development,  
Dun & Bradstreet

Ed started his career in magazine advertising in 2000 before becoming 
Managing Director at The New York Times in 2002, overseeing multiple 
advertising category teams. From 2006-2012, Ed was Vice President of 
Sales at Undertone, a New York digital advertising technology start-up, 
which was acquired in 2015. From 2012-2015, Ed was Vice President 
of Demand at the Rubicon Project. In this role, Ed worked with major 
technology, advertising and media firms to automate the buying and 
selling of advertising. 

Ed is now Global Vice President at Dun & Bradstreet, overseeing all global 
market development with the advertising holding companies using the 
D&B commercial database, the largest in the world. He received his BS 
and MBA in Communications and Media Management from Fordham 
University in New York City. Carey has also been an adjunct instructor at 
Fordham’s business school since 2010.

Vince Cersosimo

CEO, Webbula, LLC

As Chief Executive Officer of Webbula, Vince oversees Webbula’s 
business portfolio organized into three primary product solutions: 
CloudHygiene, Data Enhancement, and Audience Targeting. In this 
capacity, Vince is responsible for Webbula business initiatives, strategies, 
and operations.  

Since co-founding Webbula, Vince has served in various capacities 
including Data Acquisitions, Business Development, Operations and 
Sales. Prior to Webbula, Vince was Home Technology Consultant of the 
Year at Guardian Protection Services for five consecutive years. Vince 
received his Bachelor of Science in Communications from West Virginia 
University and is a alumni of Semester at Sea. 
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John Eckhardt

Director, Marketing Portfolio 
Analytics, PepsiCo

John has an extensive history of leveraging advanced analytics and 
insights to drive growth, productivity and efficiency for multi-billion dollar 
brands. He currently leads Portfolio Analytics at Frito Lay, a division of 
PepsiCo, where his team consults with brands to deliver on strategic 
goals by aligning platforms, partners, measurement methodologies, 
and insights.  

Prior to joining PepsiCo, John led Marketing Analytics and CRM for 
both Sally Beauty Holdings and Pizza Hut. John holds a BBA in Decision 
Sciences and an MBA in Finance from The University of North Texas.

Julius Genachowski

Managing Director and 
Partner, The Carlyle Group

Julius served as Chairman of the U.S. Federal Communications 
Commission from 2009-2013. He is credited with transforming the 
FCC to focus on 21st century opportunities and challenges, pursuing 
major initiatives to free up spectrum for wireless communication, 
extend broadband connectivity, preserve an open internet and promote 
competition. He also extended the FCC’s international engagement, 
visiting more than 20 countries, leading U.S. delegations and working 
on agreements involving global Internet policy, technology, spectrum, 
national security, cybersecurity and privacy. During his tenure, the FCC 
was named the most improved agency in federal government, and one of 
Wired’s “Top 7 Disruptions”.

Julius serves on the Boards of Directors of AsiaSat, MasterCard, Sonos, 
Sprint and Syniverse. He also serves on the President’s Intelligence 
Advisory Board.

Prior to the FCC, Julius worked over a decade in the private sector.  He 
helped Barry Diller build IAC/InterActiveCorp, which owned and operated 
internet and media businesses including Expedia, Ticketmaster and USA 
Network. As IAC Chief of Business Operations, Business Week named 
him one of 25 “managers to watch” in the media sector. He was also a 
Senior Advisor at General Atlantic.

Julius taught a joint class at Harvard Business School and Law School, 
and he was a senior fellow at the Aspen Institute. He was a law clerk 
to Supreme Court Justice David H. Souter, and graduated with highest 
honors from Columbia College and Harvard Law School, serving on 
the Harvard Law Review with President Barack Obama, whom he 
has long been an advisor on technology.  He has also worked on the 
Congressional Select Committee on the Iran-Contra Affair, and for Senator 
(then Representative) Charles Schumer.  He is the son of immigrants, 
and, at President Obama’s request, led the U.S. delegation to the 65th 
Anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz.

Steven Glanz

Co-Founder, CEO, Crosswise

Steven is the co-founder and CEO of Crosswise, which was recently 
acquired by Oracle Data Cloud. Prior to founding Crosswise, Steven 
held leadership positions at some of Israel’s most successful technology 
companies including Shopping.com, Conduit and myThings. Steven has 
a JD from Harvard Law School and began his career as a management 
consultant at Booz Allen.

Paddy Hannon

Chief Analytics Officer, 
Edmunds

Paddy is Chief Technology Officer at car shopping network Edmunds.
com. Paddy provides guidance and direction to the teams that are 
responsible for the company’s advertising products and technology as 
well as the analysis which makes Edmunds the authoritative source 
of analytical/market information for the automotive industry. Under his 
guidance, teams develop the state-of-the-art software infrastructure that 
powers the company’s data warehouse systems, reporting frameworks, 
and advertising products enabling Edmunds.com to provide cutting edge 
products for 20 million monthly unique visitors and 10,000 franchise 
dealer partners. Paddy is an authority on big data, enterprise systems and 
using Open Source software for developing very large, highly available, 
high performance, scalable systems for the World Wide Web. He 
has been working on web-based products since the mid 1990’s, from 
bioinformatics to secure web-based document management. Paddy 
received his BA from St. John’s College in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Richard Harris

Group Vice President,  
Oracle Data Cloud

Richard has built successful technology businesses for more than 19 
years. He is currently GVP of the Oracle Data Cloud. Prior to Oracle, 
Harris was CEO of AddThis and led the company through it acquisition 
by Oracle. AddThis empowers personalization through our platform of 15 
million websites and 2 billion monthly unique users. 

Rich was a founder and General Partner of Mt. Weather Capital, where 
his portfolio companies include DCL Medical Laboratories (acquired 
by LabCorp), Drugscan and Pathology Inc. (acquired by LabCorp). He 
has served on the Board of Directors and Advisory Boards of multiple 
technology companies. He was responsible for successful exits including 
Cronos Integrated Microsystems (acquired by JDS Uniphase), MDLinx 
(acquired by Sony), Intelliworks (acquired by Hobsons), Woodwind 
Communications (acquired by Vina Technologies), Telarix (acquired by 
Brown Brothers Harriman) and Nextreme Thermal Solutions (acquired by 
Laird Technologies). 

Rich received an MBA and JD from the University of Maryland, and a BA 
in Economics from Denison University.

John Harrobin

Chief Marketing Officer, 
NBCUniversal

John is Chief Marketing Officer for NBCUniversal’s Content Innovation 
Agency. He leads strategy, development and implementation of all 
marketing and creative content activities for the company’s Advertising 
Sales & Client Partnerships group.  

Previously, Harrobin served as CMO at Verizon where he led brand, 
media planning and buying, customer acquisition, pricing, and retention 
for several years. In addition to typical marketing responsibilities, Harrobin 
also led strategy and business development and led partnerships 
with sports leagues, media companies, OEMs, tech start-ups, and 
celebrities. Harrobin served on the board of the Association of National 
Advertisers (ANA) for several years and his creative work has received 
numerous awards. 

Rob Holland

GM, CPG, Oracle Data Cloud

Rob is the General Manager of the Oracle Data Cloud Consumer Products 
vertical. He is responsible for managing sales, solutions and product 
for brands, agencies and retailers. Rob joined Oracle as part of the 
Datalogix acquisition. 

Previously, he held leadership roles at Nielsen, Safeway and Clorox. 
There he engaged retailers and CPG marketers, enabling  sales and profit 
growth by developing innovative technology-based analytic solutions. He 
holds a BS in Business Administration from San Diego State University.
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Michelle Hulst

VP, Strategic Partnerships, 
Oracle Data Cloud

Michelle is the VP, Strategic Partnerships for Oracle Data Cloud, 
responsible for creating and managing key partnerships for ODC. Prior 
to being acquired by Oracle, she was at Datalogix between 2006 and 
2015. She was SVP, Strategic Partnerships and Business Development 
where she led the global deal team, resulting in execution of marquee 
partnerships that transformed the business, such as Facebook, Twitter 
and Google. 

Prior to Oracle Data Cloud, Michelle worked at Entertainment 
Publications, an operating business of IAC/InterActiveCorp. She held 
several positions before becoming Vice President, Registered Card 
where her role encompassed the strategic direction, execution and 
general management of a critical new business initiative for the company. 
Michelle received her MBA in Strategy, Marketing and Entrepreneurship 
from Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management, and a BA 
in Organizational Psychology from the University of Michigan.

Kerri Jacobs

Head of Platform Sales, 
Google Analytics 360 Suite, 
Google

Before being one of the original members of the Google Analytics 
Premium sales team, Kerri was a Sales Manager for the DoubleClick 
publisher, agency and marketer product portfolio in London then New 
York. She is now Head of Sales for the Google Analytics 360 Suite for 
AMER. Kerri has been a leader in the online sales world since the early 
days, developing a sales strategy at Yellow Pages for clients to buy 
‘hosted internet pages’ as an add-on to their paper directory ad (she’s 
THAT old!). She was Sales Director at eCircle and BlueStreak in London 
before her move to DoubleClick.

Dave Kelly

Founder & CEO, AnalyticsIQ

Dave is an analytics entrepreneur with strong business acumen. After 
successfully creating and selling Sigma Analytics in the early 2000s, Dave 
founded AnalyticsIQ in 2007 and was named the ‘Analytic Marketer of the 
Year’ in 2012. Whether he is taking care of his employees, meeting with 
clients, or traveling the world, this car-lover is always on the go!

Tim Kendall

President, Pinterest

Tim Kendall (@tkendall) is the President of Pinterest, where he has 
global responsibility for sales, marketing and product development for 
advertising, commerce and partner solutions. Prior to Pinterest, Tim was 
Facebook’s Director of Monetization, where he led the development of 
Facebook’s ads business. Before Facebook, Tim was a Product Manager 
at Amazon and was a contributing writer to Forbes on technology trends. 
He earned his engineering degree and MBA from Stanford University.

Joe Kyriakoza

VP/GM, Automotive, Oracle 
Data Cloud

Joe leads the Automotive business for the Oracle Data Cloud (formerly 
Datalogix, which was acquired by Oracle in April 2015), stewarding the 
vertical business unit’s strategy, product, sales, marketing, media partner 
sales, automotive data partnerships and developing vertical intelligence. 
Prior to joining Datalogix, Joe spent 5 ½ years at Jumpstart Automotive 
Group (acquired by Hachette Filipacchi Media US in 2008) in various roles 
leading Product and Performance Strategy, Marketing & Insights and 
National Sales. 

Prior to joining Jumpstart, Joe was a partner and manager of all national 
digital media initiatives for Ford Motor Media, the media buying arm for 
Ford Motor Company. Joe directed the online advertising spending of 
all of Ford’s brands, including Ford Division, Lincoln, Mercury, Jaguar, 
Volvo, Land Rover and Mazda. Prior to Ford Motor Media, Joe was an 
account director at Beyond Interactive, heading up accounts including 
Nortel Networks and LensCrafters.

Brett Leary

SVP, Mobile and Digital 
Shopper Innovation, 
DigitasLBi

As SVP of Mobile & Retail Innovation, Brett provides guidance on how 
best to navigate and act upon emerging technologies, tactics and trends 
across the agency’s client base. Since joining the company in 2009, 
Brett has worked with many clients including; Bank of America, P&G, 
Dunkin Donuts and Nestle Purina. Brett also oversees the agency’s 
Mobile Shopping Showcase—an experiential marketing space featuring 
the leading technologies and solutions powering the path to purchase of 
today and tomorrow.

Prior to DigitasLBi, Brett served as the mobile strategy liaison between 
the Publicis Groupe’s global mobile agency Phonevalley and Digitas. He 
started the mobile-centric portion of his career 11 years ago at m-Qube, 
the former leading mobile marketing solutions provider that was acquired 
by VeriSign. Brett holds a BA degree from Hobart College and his MBA 
from Babson College

Larry Nagel

Director of Online Marketing, 
MetLife 

Larry is the Director of Online Marketing at MetLife, using addressability 
at scale, analytics and segmentation to deliver the best experience/
product offering to each potential customer. 

Larry is currently focused on eCommerce sales for MetLife’s auto 
insurance products. Earlier at MetLife, he developed the strategy and 
managed the execution of digital marketing for its direct to consumer life 
insurance business, which won a 2010 IAB MIXX Gold Award.
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John Nitti

Chief Media Officer, Verizon

John joined Verizon in December of 2015 as Chief Media Officer. He 
is responsible for the strategic development and day-to-day operations 
for media, sponsorships and digital marketing. Leading Verizon’s online 
marketing efforts, he oversees paid search, search engine optimization 
and mobile & programmatic media buying. John is also responsible for 
media investments across video, audio and local platforms. He works to 
drive deeper engagement with key sports and sponsorship partners such 
as the NFL, the NBA and INDYCAR.

Prior to joining Verizon, John served as Chief Investment Officer for 
Publicis Groupe’s ZenithOptimedia – Worldwide. While there, he managed 
the media investments for 20th Century Fox, JP Morgan Chase, Kohls, 
H&M and Toyota. Prior to that, John was a member of the management 
team for American Express and led their global media & sponsorship 
marketing efforts. John has also worked at Dentsu, Time, Inc. and Young 
& Rubicam.

In December 2015, John was awarded by the John A. Reisenbach 
Foundation for his commitment to public service and his community.  
In 2013, he co-founded Madison Avenue Rebuilds Staten Island and in 
collaboration with the Stephen Siller Tunnel to Towers Foundation, raised 
$270,000 to help bridge the financial gap for people rebuilding their homes 
and lives in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. John actively participates in 
events that assist United States troops abroad and underserved youth in 
New York City. He is also a head coach for a Catholic School Recreational 
soccer team on Staten Island.

John holds a Bachelor of Science degree in marketing and finance from 
Wagner College. He and his wife Noelle and their two sons live on Staten 
Island in New York.

Tracey Paull

SVP, Digital Media Director, 
Starcom Mediavest Group

Tracey Paull has spent 10 years in the SMG network focused on 
innovating media products for her clients. Tracey currently oversee all 
media activation on the Kraft Heinz business inclusive of digital, video, 
publishing, CRM and search. From launching an enterprise Programmatic 
solution on the account all managed in-house at Starcom, to negotiating 
first to the market data contracts for Kraft Heinz, Tracey is critical to 
writing the industries next chapter for data and partnerships.  

Tracey’s passion for traversing new territory for her clients is infectious 
for the Starcom team and is paramount to the close relationship we have 
built with Kraft Heinz. Bob Rupczynski, VP of media, data and content at 
Kraft credits Tracey with leading what he believes is the best-in-class team 
harnessing data to drive measurable results for his Kraft Heinz portfolio. 
In 2015, Tracey led the first use of DMP data to target a traditional print 
magazine, negotiate fraud maximums in all contracts and partner with the 
marketplace on second-party data deals. 

PJ Pereira

Chief Creative Officer &  
Co-Founder, Pereira & O’Dell

PJ Pereira is one of the world’s most influential and respected creatives. 
Pereira was most recently named the Top CCO in Adweek’s “Creative 
100” for his prowess in content. His agency holds an Emmy for 
Outstanding New Approach to a series (Intel’s “The Beauty Inside”) 
which was the first time branded content won over regular programming. 
Pereira is also the author of the best-selling book trilogy Deuses de 
Dois Mundos (Gods of Both Worlds) that launched in Brazil in 2015. In 
2016, his agency’s documentary feature, presented by client Netscout, 
premiered at the Sundance Film Festival and will soon be distributed via 
Magnolia Pictures.

PJ believes that in the age of content one should “Think like a marketer. 
Behave like an entertainer. Move like a tech start up.” The premise is that, 
as advertisers, we are working to solve a brand’s problem. And in order 
to get consumers attention we have to earn it. The old school model of 
buying time does not apply anymore. And finally, we need to be aware 
of the resources we are given now. New technologies and methods are 
created every day and consumers are welcoming these processes in 
ways that are constantly changing.

Prior to setting up Pereira & O’Dell with Andrew O’Dell, PJ held executive 
roles at start-up agencies such as AgênciaClick, which he also founded, 
and AKQA, where he was executive creative director on global accounts 
including McDonald’s, Coca-Cola, Visa, Target and Microsoft. In 2006, 
he created an indie film silently branded by Red Bull titled “Unflinching 
Triumph” that was named #1 in “What to Watch” in new media by The 
Wall Street Journal and “Most Amusing Parody” by Sports Illustrated.

Eric Roza

SVP, Oracle Data Cloud

Eric Roza led the transformation of Datalogix into the marketing industry’s 
leading big data company, culminating in its sale to Oracle in January 
2015, which delivered a 33x return to investors.  He currently serves as 
Group Vice President of Oracle Data Cloud, which earns over $2 billion 
dollars in media for the world’s leading brands. 

Eric was recently a General Manager with Asurion, one of the country’s 
most successful private companies. In prior roles, he launched a series of 
innovative digital products, including an integrated media center awarded 
“Best Product” at the 2002 Consumer Electronics Show.  Eric began his 
career with Bain & Co., and has degrees from the University of Michigan 
and the Stanford Graduate School of Business.  

As the 2014 E&Y Entrepreneur of the Year for the Rocky Mountain region, 
Eric believes that culture is the most sustainable competitive advantage. 
Datalogix was named one of the country’s “Best Companies to Work 
For” by both Fortune and Outside magazines. He is a passionate advocate 
for health and fitness in the workplace, and owns CrossFit Sanitas, named 
the nation’s fourth-best CrossFit Gym by Shape Magazine.

Bob Rupczynski

Vice President of Media, 
Data, CRM, Kraft Foods 
Group

Bob Rupczynski is the Kraft Foods Group Vice President of Media and 
Consumer Engagement, responsible for reinventing Kraft’s marketing 
capability and consumer communications in the age of media, data and 
digital disruption. He joined Kraft in this role in September 2012.

Bob leads the evolution of Kraft’s marketing tools to enable consumer-
tailored, real-time communications and precision marketing.  
He is responsible for spearheading the strategy that allows Kraft to 
connect more closely to its consumers, by creating and delivering more 
relevant content, in the right context, at the right time.
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Liz Saunders

Director,  
Marketing Sciences, OMD

Impactful analytics is a journey. There are many technologies and 
algorithms out there, but it’s the subject matter expertise in pulling all the 
data together that drives long-term growth. Liz pushes clients to challenge 
the status quo with learning agendas and forces prioritization of KPIs for 
ultimate business impact.

As the PepsiCo marketing science lead, Liz has helped manage a DMP 
implementation and supports an updated media mix model process 
across all business units. She has tripled the size of her team to allow for 
more analysis and ultimately more insights for campaign planning across 
all channels. She previously worked at Rosetta, across financial services, 
healthcare and retail clients.

Chris Scoggins

GM, Digital Strategy,  
Oracle Data Cloud

As VP & GM, Digital Strategy for Oracle Data Cloud, Chris is responsible 
for the business unit’s global digital revenues and partnerships. He joined 
Oracle from its 2015 acquisition of Datalogix, where he was responsible 
for revenues, partnerships, products and operations for the digital 
business as SVP and  GM. 

Datalogix was founded to bridge the offline- and online-marketing worlds 
and by 2015 was working with 80 of the Top 100 AdAge Advertisers and 
15 of the Top 20 comScore Digital Media Companies. Chris has spent his 
entire career building emerging technologies and start-up organizations. 
Prior to Datalogix, he spent six years in venture capital, with Sequel 
Venture Partners and the Sprout Group, where he made investments in 
the digital media, SaaS and Internet services sectors. 

In 1997 he co-founded Internet Reports, an Internet infrastructure 
software company, which he sold in 2000. Chris began his career 
in management consulting at Andersen. He holds a BS from Trinity 
University and a MBA from Stanford University. 

Shubhra Srivastava

VP Customer Intelligence & 
Media Solutions, MasterCard 
Advisors

Shubhra is the VP of Product, within the Information Services division of 
MasterCard Advisors. She joined MasterCard in August 2013. Shubhra 
came into the Advisors Team to run the Media Solutions business line 
and quickly took on additional responsibility for Merchant and Financial 
Institution solutions. 

Prior to assuming this role, Shubhra was at American Express and was 
responsible for driving the acquisition strategy for all digital channels 
including social, mobile, aggregators, display media, paid search and 
onsite. Previously, Shubhra held various analytics and digital strategy roles 
at Nokia, InterContinental Hotels, Acxiom and FedEx. 

Shubhra has led market-disrupting initiatives in digital analytics and has 
constantly been at the forefront of applying analytical techniques to 
emerging consumer channels. She holds a Master’s Degree in Applied 
Economics from Clemson University and served on the Board of Directors 
for the Digital Analytics Association. 

Jonathan Stringfield

Global Measurement 
Research, Analytics and 
Insights, Twitter

Jonathan is responsible for global measurement research, analytics 
and insights at Twitter. In this role, he oversees a number of vertical 
measurement practices, inclusive of CPG and Retail. Prior to joining 
Twitter in 2013, Jonathan lead Retail measurement research at Facebook. 
Earlier, he was responsible for global universe estimation for all media 
services at The Nielsen Company.

Jonathan is finishing his PhD in Sociology, where his NSF-funded research 
focuses on conceptions of personal identity and audience estimation on 
social media. He is @JDStringfield on Twitter.

Edouard Tavernier

Senior Vice President,  
IHS Automotive

Edouard Tavernier is SVP of IHS Automotive, a leading provider of insight, 
analytics, expertise and solutions to the automotive industry. Edouard 
leads 800+ in-country automotive professionals covering every major 
market and every aspect of the automotive value chain.

Since joining IHS in 2009, Edouard has held a number of senior  
positions including VP Product Management. In 2013, Tavernier led  
IHS Automotive’s largest acquisition and integration with RL Polk & Co, 
the global leader for registration-based vehicle information and solutions.

Prior to joining IHS, Edouard held a number of leadership positions 
at LexisNexis, Global Insight, World Markets Research Centre, 
United Business Media, BNP Paribas and Goldman Sachs. He holds 
a Master’s degree in Business from the Ecole des Hautes Etudes 
Commerciales (HEC). 

Omar Tawakol

SVP & GM, Oracle Data 
Cloud

Omar is a leader in Silicon Valley and sees revenue in data. His intellectual 
blend of technologist, marketer and innovator are unique in a business 
mostly driven by marketing expertise. Omar earned a Masters of 
Computer Science from Stanford University and a Bachelor of Engineering 
degree from MIT. While at Stanford, he was a computer science 
researcher for both the Stanford Logic Group and HP Software Labs. 
Omar’s research on context for computer agents was published in the 
American Association of Artificial Intelligence.

Omar currently leads Oracle Data Cloud and Data as a Service (DaaS) 
for Business at Oracle. He was the co-founder and CEO of BlueKai, 
the industry’s leading data activation system that supplied Fortune 100 
companies and leading publishers with solutions for managing and 
activating first- and third-party data for creating highly effective customer 
and marketing campaigns. Omar’s previous roles include Chief Advertising 
Officer for Medio in the mobile space and Chief Marketing Officer for 
early behavioral targeting leader, AudienceScience. He began his his 
career in the data world at Informatica, the data integration leader. His 
fresh take on technology that every CMO can understand are regularly 
on display at events and resonates within some of the largest brands in 
the world. 
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Cory Treffiletti

VP, Marketing &  
Partner Solutions,
Oracle Data Cloud

Cory has been a thought leader, executive and business driver in the 
digital media landscape since 1994. He is currently Vice President of 
Marketing for Oracle Data Cloud, following the acquisition of BlueKai and 
his previous role as SVP of Marketing. 

Cory also has written a weekly column on digital media, advertising and 
marketing since 2000 for MediaPost’s OnlineSPIN. In addition, Cory is 
a graduate of the S.I. Newhouse School for Public Communications at 
Syracuse University and is the author of Internet Ad Pioneers (available 
on Amazon.com).

Laurie Weisberg

VP, Brand Solutions, Oracle 
Data Cloud

In her role as Vice President of Advertiser Solutions for Oracle Data 
Cloud, Laurie is responsible for all sales and solutions for clients and their 
agencies across verticals such as CPG, Consumer Technology, Telco and 
other emerging industries. Laurie has more than 20 years experience as a 
sales and marketing leader at various technology and media organizations. 
Before joining Datalogix in 2010 as part of the initial executive team, 
Laurie worked at Mode Media, a Top 10 U.S. media property and 
Satmetrix, a consumer–loyalty/online–community company. 

When she relocated to the U.S. from the UK, she joined two start-up 
companies eventually acquired by IBM, Tivoli and Crossworlds, which 
sold enterprise management software. Laurie was born and educated 
in England, spent some of her childhood in Asia and met her husband 
in 1995 during the America’s Cup in San Diego. They currently reside in 
Miami with their two sons and also have a home in New York.

Karima Zmerli, PhD

Vice President, Digital Data 
Strategy and Audience 
Management, Merkle, Inc.

Karima is a passionate data scientist and strategist with over 10 years 
experience in digital analytics. Karima joined Merkle after four years at 
Razorfish where she lead analytics for various Fortune 500 clients. In her 
current role, Karima leads Digital Data Strategy to help develop Merkle 
Digital Data offerings and built Audience Management Solution to help 
boost performance for Merkle clients.

Karima brings a wealth of experience in managing analytics and 
technology across multiple channels (Display, Search, Mobile, EM, DM, 
Print, TV and Radio) for Retail, Travel & Entertainment and Financial 
Services companies, including Citi, Staples, Victoria’s Secret, DirecTV, 
Amex, Delta, TIAA-CREF, GM and GMAC/ally. She holds a PhD in 
Marketing and is a Fulbright Alumni.
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